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who recognizes the visions for what they truly
are-the call to her destiny as a Soul Seeker-one
who can navigate the worlds between the living
and dead.
Dark Flame Mar 28 2022 In Dark Flame, Alyson
Noël's most darkly seductive Immortals novel
yet, Ever fights for control of her body, her
soul—and the timeless true love she's been
chasing for centuries. Ever is trying to help
Haven transition into life as an immortal. But
with Haven drunk on her new powers and acting
recklessly, she poses the ultimate
threat—exposing their secret world to the
outside. As Ever struggles to keep the Immortals
hidden, it only propels Haven closer to the
enemy—Roman and his evil companions At the
same time, Ever delves deeper into dark magick
to free Damen from Roman's power. But when
her spell backfires, it binds her to the one guy
who's hell-bent on her destruction. Now there's
a strange, foreign pulse coursing through her,
and no matter what she does, she can't stop
thinking about Roman—and longing for his
touch. As she struggles to resist the fiery
attraction threatening to consume her, Roman is
more than willing to take advantage of her
weakened state...and Ever edges closer and
closer to surrender. Frantic to break the spell
before its too late, Ever turns to Jude for help,
risking everything she knows and loves to save
herself—and her future with Damen ...
Shadowland Nov 04 2022 Ever and Damen have
traveled through countless past lives and fought
off the world's darkest enemies to be together
forever, but just as their long-awaited destiny is

A Riley Bloom Novel: Whisper Jun 26 2019 Riley
Bloom died, aged twelve, in a car crash with her
parents and her beloved dog Buttercup. Her
sister Ever survived – but that’s another story.
Riley must let go of Ever and all the things that
tied her to life – and discover what she’s meant
to be in the afterlife. Riley is a soul catcher. That
means helping the unhappy lost souls who stick
around in the human realm to move on – and
find their own place, over the bridge, in the
great hereafter. With her spirit guide, Bodhi,
and Buttercup by her side, Riley embarks on an
adventure that will take her around the world –
sending ghosts back where they belong, until
she can finally make it there herself.
Immortals, V.4 - Dark Flame Jun 30 2022 Once it
seemed being immortal was a gift to Ever Bloom
- now it's a curse. And she's a danger to herself.
Ever has been dabbling in Magyck - seeking to
explore her own powers, hoping to find a future
for her relationship with Damen. But she's not in
control - in fact, the magyck has bound her
eternally to her immortal enemy, Roman.
Whenever he's near, she feels his heartbeat, his
breath, his blood racing in her veins. Ever is in
deep - and the one person who might be able to
help her must never find out what she's done . . .
Fated Aug 01 2022 Strange things are
happening to Daire Santos. Crows mock her,
glowing people stalk her, time stops without
warning, and a beautiful boy with unearthly blue
eyes haunts all her dreams. Fearing for her
daughter's sanity, Daire's mother sends her to
live with the grandmother she's never met, but
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finally within reach, a powerful curse threatens
them.
Evermore Dec 01 2019 Seventeen-year-old Ever
is the sole survivor of a car crash that killed her
entire family. Living with her aunt in Southern
California, she's plagued by the ability to hear
the thoughts of those around her, and haunted
by the ghost of her little sister. She tries to tune
everyone out, shunning her old lifestyle as the
pretty, popular cheerleader, but somehow she
can't hide from Damen, the new guy at school.
Stunningly handsome, clever and not a little bit
intimidating, there's something about him that
doesn't quite add up. Ever realises he's hiding
something, but nothing could prepare her for the
truth - especially when the truth involves past
lives, murderous enemies, everlasting love and
the secret of eternal youth . . .
Everlasting Sep 21 2021 Their epic love story
has captured the hearts of millions and
enchanted readers across the world. Everlasting
is the beautiful finale to Alyson Noël's
bestselling Immortals series, in which their
journey draws to a spectacular
conclusion—where all will be revealed. Their
darkest enemies now defeated, Damen and Ever
are free to embark upon their final quest—to
free Damen from the poison lingering in his
body. If they can just find the antidote, they'll
finally be able to feel each other's touch—and
experience the passionate night they've been
longing for. But their fight to be together will
lead them into the most formidable terrain
yet...into the dark heart of Summerland. Here in
a land of scorched earth and endless rain, Ever
and Damen will discover their relationship's
hidden origins, expose a secret history they
never imagined...and come face to face with the
true reason fate keeps tearing them apart. Only
then, when the final mystery is unraveled and
the last secret revealed, Ever and Damen's
future will hinge on one ultimate decision that
will put everything at stake....even eternity.
The Bone Thief Dec 13 2020 Fans of Tim Burton
and Wes Anderson will love this new fantasy
novel by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Alyson Noël in which a ragtag team of elevenyear olds with otherworldly abilities set out to
solve the mystery behind the sudden onset of
ordinary events plaguing their very unusual
town. Compared to other more ordinary towns,
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Quiver Hollows is a very strange, very curious
place. It is also home to longtime friends
Grimsly, Ollie, Ming, and Penelope. In a town
where everyone is spectacularly abnormal,
Grimsly feels bad about being terribly,
unforgivably normal, as the town's pet funeral
director. So when a series of strange and
disturbing mundane occurrences begins
plaguing Quiver Hollows, well, Grimsly fears his
growing celebrity just might be to blame since
everyone knows that the things you focus on the
most have an uncanny way of shaping your
world. The group of friends also learn that the
bones in the pet cemetery are thought to be the
source of the strange magic that binds the town
of Quiver Hollows. With the bones now gone, the
town's magic is quickly dissipating. Will it
ultimately become as common and ordinary as
everywhere else?
The Assassin and the Underworld Oct 11 2020
When the King of the Assassins gives Celaena
Sardothien a special assignment that will help
fight slavery in the kingdom, Celaena jumps at
the chance to strike a blow against the evil
practice. The mission is a dark and deadly affair
that takes Celaena from the rooftops of the city
to the bottom of the sewer - and she doesn't like
what she finds there.
Faking 19 Jun 06 2020 On the surface, 17-yearold Alex has it made; she is beautiful and smart.
Plus, she's best friends with M., the absolute
most popular girl in school. Feeling bored with
their fancy Orange County suburban town, Alex
and M. decide to check out L.A.'s glitzy nightlife
scene. Pretending to be 19, Alex and M. meet
Trevor and Connor, two rich older guys. At first,
Alex can't believe her luck--she gets to hang out
at hip Hollywood houseparties and downtown
L.A. clubs. These weekend trips into the city
become the perfect distraction for Alex, who is
secretly struggling with her failing senior year
grades, her absentee father, and her clueless
mom. But, after the initial fun wears off for Alex,
she is forced to reevaluate her friendship with
M., who is hiding some secrets beneath her
perfect Burberry-clad exterior...in Alyson Noël's
Faking 19.
Forever Summer Feb 01 2020 Forever
Summer: Two Books In One from bestselling
author Alyson Noël: Laguna Cove & Cruel
Summer Summer. A break from the burdens of
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school. Deep tans, deeper thoughts. Far away
from the everyday. Closer to making dreams
come true . . . What does summer mean to you?
For the two teenage girls in these two
unforgettable novels, summer means being torn
away from the familiar and finding new friends.
A new place in the world. A new sense of self.
And maybe even new love along the way . . .
When you're having the time of your life, you
never want it to end.
Shadowland Mar 16 2021 Enter the realm of the
Immortals—the #1 New York Times bestselling
series from Alyson Noël that's been acclaimed as
breathtaking, mesmerizing, flawless and
extraordinary. Ever and Damen have traveled
through countless past lives—and fought off the
world's darkest enemies—so they could be
together forever. But just when their longawaited destiny is finally within reach, a
powerful curse falls upon Damen...one that could
destroy everything. Now a single touch of their
hands or a soft brush of their lips could mean
sudden death—plunging Damen into the
Shadowland. Desperate to break the curse and
save Damen, Ever immerses herself in
magick—and gets help from an unexpected
source...a surfer named Jude. Although she and
Jude have only just met, he feels startlingly
familiar. Despite her fierce loyalty to Damen,
Ever is drawn to Jude, a green-eyed golden boy
with magical talents and a mysterious past.
She's always believed Damen to be her soulmate
and one true love—and she still believes it to be
true. But as Damen pulls away to save them,
Ever's connection with Jude grows
stronger—and tests her love for Damen like
never before...
Dreamland Jun 18 2021 In Dreamland, the third
book in Alyson Noël's beloved young adult
series, Riley Bloom's finding that the afterlife
can be a lonely place when all you do is focus on
work. So she goes to the place where dreams
happen, hoping to find a way to contact her
sister, Ever. She meets the director, who tells
her about the two ways to send dreams. As a
Dream Jumper, a person can jump into a
dreamer's dream, share a message, and
participate. As a Dreamweaver, an entire dream
can be created in a studio and sent to the
dreamer. But Dreamweaving was outlawed
decades ago, and the studio was boarded up.
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Thinking it's her only way to reach out to her
sister, Riley goes in search of the old studio.
There she finds a ghost boy, who's been creating
and sending nightmares to people for years. In
order to stop him and reach out to Ever, Riley is
going to have to confront and overcome her own
fears.
The Hunt Aug 09 2020 'Brilliant and addictive . .
.Think of The Hunger Gameswith vampires'
Richelle Mead Against all odds, 17-year-old Gene
has survived in a world where humans have
been eaten to near extinction by the general
population. Every decade there is a government
sponsored hunt. When Gene is selected, he must
learn the art of the hunt while eluding his fellow
competitors whose suspicions about his true
nature are growing . . .
Echo Mar 04 2020 Having saved her
grandmother by unleashing a dark family of
sorcerers in the Lowerworld, Daire and her
boyfriend, Dace, team up to protect their small
New Mexico community from the evil Cade's
growing dark powers and the fulfillment of a
horrifying prophecy. Simultaneous.
The Diaries of Adam and Eve Sep 29 2019 What
if Adam and Eve Had a Diary? “He talks very
little. Perhaps it is because he is not bright and
is sensitive about it and wishes to conceal it. It is
such a pity that he should feel so, for brightness
is nothing. It is in the heart that the values lie. I
wish I could make him understand that a loving
good heart is riches, and riches is enough, and
that without it intellect is poverty.” - Mark
Twain, Eve's Diary Mark Twain’s short stories
aren’t about his religious beliefs. In fact, the
Diaries of Adam and Eve should be taken with a
grain of salt as they are humorous and witty and
describe in a unique way the relationship
between two human beings, man and woman
who eventually end up falling in love with each
other. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher.
Xist Publishing creates books for the
touchscreen generation and is dedicated to
helping everyone develop a lifetime love of
reading, no matter what form it takes
The Immortals Series Books 1-3 Aug 21 2021
Enter the realm of The Immortals, Alyson Noël's
young adult series hailed as "addictive,"
"beautiful," "haunting" and "mesmerizing" with
this exclusive three book collection containing
the novels Evermore, Blue Moon and
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Shadowland. When a horrible accident claimed
the lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever
discovers she can see auras, hear people's
thoughts, and know a person's life story by
touch. Going out of her way to shield herself
from human contact to suppress her abilities has
branded her as a freak at her new high
school—but everything changes when she meets
Damen Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and
wealthy. He's the only one who can silence the
noise and random energy in her head—wielding
a magic so intense, it's as though he can peer
straight into her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper
into his enticing world of secrets and mystery,
she's left with more questions than answers. And
she has no idea just who he really is—or what he
is. The only thing she knows to be true is that
she's falling deeply and helplessly in love with
him.
The Assassin and the Empire Jul 28 2019
Celaena Sardothien is the assassin with
everything: a place to call her own, the love of
handsome Sam, and, best of all, freedom. Yet,
she won't be truly free until she is far away from
her old master, Arobynn Hamel; Celaena must
take one last daring assignment that will liberate
her forever. But having it all, means you have a
lot to lose . . . This fourth fantastic e-novella
gives readers an inside look at the characters
who appear in the full-length novel THRONE OF
GLASS. Don't miss out!
The Immortals Bundle 1-3 Dec 25 2021 With
3.2 million copies of her Immortals series in
print, Alyson Noël is one of the hottest
paranormal teen authors writing today.
Seventeen-year-old Ever is the sole survivor of a
car crash that killed her entire family. Living
with her aunt in Southern California, she's
plagued by the ability to hear the thoughts of
those around her, and haunted by the ghost of
her little sister. She tries to tune everyone out,
shunning her old lifestyle as the pretty, popular
cheerleader, but somehow she can't hide from
Damen, the new guy at school. Stunningly
handsome, clever and not a little bit
intimidating, there's something about him that
doesn't quite add up. Ever realises he's hiding
something, but nothing could prepare her for the
truth - especially when the truth involves past
lives, murderous enemies, everlasting love and
the secret of eternal youth...
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Unrivaled Jul 20 2021 From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Alyson Noël comes the first
book in the Beautiful Idols series. With mystery,
suspense, and an insiders-only look at Los
Angeles that echoes Gossip Girl’s racy and real
New York, fans of Pretty Little Liars and readers
who crave pulse-pounding romance will love
Unrivaled. Everyone wants to be someone. Layla
Harrison wants to be a reporter. Aster Amirpour
wants to be an actress. Tommy Phillips wants to
be a guitar hero. But Madison Brooks took
destiny and made it her own a long time ago.
She’s Hollywood’s hottest starlet, and the things
she did to become the name on everyone’s lips
are merely a stain on the pavement, ground
beneath her Louboutin heel. That is, until Layla,
Aster, and Tommy find themselves with a VIP
invite to the world of Los Angeles’s nightlife and
lured into a competition where Madison Brooks
is the target. Just as their hopes begin to gleam
like stars through the California smog, Madison
Brooks goes missing. . . . And all of their hopes
are blacked out in the haze of their lies.
Evermore Oct 03 2022 Don't miss Evermore, the
first book in Alyson Noël's #1 New York Times
bestselling The Immortals series. Enter an
enchanting new world where true love never
dies. . . After a horrible accident claimed the
lives of her family, sixteen-year-old Ever Bloom
can see people's auras, hear their thoughts, and
know someone's entire life story by touching
them. Going out of her way to avoid human
contact and suppress her abilities, she has been
branded a freak at her new high school—but
everything changes when she meets Damen
Auguste. Damen is gorgeous, exotic and wealthy.
He's the only one who can silence the noise and
random energy in her head—wielding a magic so
intense, it's as though he can peer straight into
her soul. As Ever is drawn deeper into his
enticing world of secrets and mystery, she's left
with more questions than answers. And she has
no idea just who he really is—or what he is. The
only thing she knows to be true is that she's
falling deeply and helplessly in love with him.
Mystic Feb 24 2022 "Since coming to
Enchantment, New Mexico everything in Daire
Santos life has changed. And not all for the
better. While she's come to accept and embrace
her new powers as a Soul Seeker, Daire
struggles with the responsibility she holds
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navigating betweenthe worlds of the living and
the dead"-Night Star: The Immortals 5 Aug 28 2019 The
hugely anticipated fifth book in the bestelling
The Immortals series by Alyson Noel. With 2
million copies of her Immortals series in print,
Alyson Noel is one of the hottest paranormal
teen authors writing today. Night Star continues
the epic love story that has enchanted readers
across the world. Ever and Damen must face
bitter rivals, jealous friends and their own worst
fears - all in the hope of being together forever.
Night Star is guaranteed to mesmerize fans and
leave them breathlessly awaiting the sixth and
final book!
Shimmer Apr 16 2021 Having solved the matter
of the Radiant Boy, Riley, Buttercup, and Bodhi
are enjoying a well-deserved vacation. When
Riley comes across a vicious black dog, against
Bodhi's advice, she decides to cross him over.
While following the dog, she runs into a young
ghost named Rebecca. Despite Rebecca's sweet
appearance, Riley soon learns she's not at all
what she seems. As the daughter of a former
plantation owner, she is furious about being
murdered during a slave revolt in 1733. Mired in
her own anger, Rebecca is lashing out by
keeping the ghosts who died along with her
trapped in their worst memories. Can Riley help
Rebecca forgive and forget without losing
herself to her own nightmarish memories? Find
out in Shimmer, the second book in the Riley
Bloom series from bestselling author Alyson
Noël.
Saving Zoe Sep 09 2020 Instead of a fresh start,
high school provides more grief and isolation to
Echo, whose older sister died a year earlier, but
insights gained from Zoèe's diary--a fifteenth
birthday gift from Zoèe's boyfriend--about her
sister's life and death change Echoin ways she
could have never expected.
Evermore Jan 14 2021 Seventeen-year-old Ever
is the sole survivor of a car crash that killed her
entire family. Living with her aunt in Southern
California, she's plagued by the ability to hear
the thoughts of those around her, and haunted
by the ghost of her little sister. She tries to tune
everyone out, shunning her old lifestyle as the
pretty, popular cheerleader, but somehow she
can't hide from Damen, the new guy at school.
Stunningly handsome, clever and not a little bit
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intimidating, there's something about him that
doesn't quite add up. Ever realises he's hiding
something, but nothing could prepare her for the
truth - especially when the truth involves past
lives, murderous enemies, everlasting love and
the secret of eternal youth . . .
Blacklist Feb 12 2021 Everyone needs a lucky
break
Kiss & Blog Apr 04 2020 What's the best
revenge when your best friend ditches you for
the popular crowd? Alyson Noël reveals all in
her hot new young adult novel, Kiss & Blog. As
freshmen at Ocean High last year, Winter and
her best friend Sloane thought they could ditch
their nerdy past, launching from invisible to
cool. But after another miserable year of
standing on the sidelines they make a pact to do
whatever it takes not to go unnoticed in their
sophomore year, promising each other that
whoever makes it into the cool group first will
bring the other along. One Sloane gets a taste of
life on the A-list, she slams that door in Winter's
face. Suddenly cast out of her former best
friend's life, Winter takes revenge the modern
way: by announcing all of Sloane's dirty little
secrets on an anonymous blog. Then the blog
becomes more popular than she ever dreamed
and Winter must decide if her retaliation is
really worth the consequences—and if the price
for popularity is one she's willing to pay. Once
again, Alyson Noël navigates the tricky waters of
the high school social scene with the heart and
humor her readers have come to love.
Night Star May 30 2022 After fighting for
centuries to be together, Immortals Ever and
Damen's future hinges on one final showdown
that will leave readers gasping for breath. Don't
miss Night Star-- the explosive new installment
of Alyson Noel's #1 bestselling Immortals series
that's enchanted millions across the world!
Haven still blames Ever for the death of her
boyfriend Roman, no matter how hard Ever's
tried to convince her it was an accident. Now
she's determined to take Ever down...and
destroy Damen and Jude along the way. Her first
step is to tear Ever and Damen apart—and she
has just the ammunition to do it. Hidden in one
of Ever's past lives is a terrible secret about
Damen—a secret that illuminates new facts
about her relationship with Jude, but that's so
dark and brutal it might be enough to drive her
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and Damen apart once and for all. As Ever faces
her greatest fears about the guy she wants to
spend eternity with, she's thrust into a deadly
clash with Haven that could destroy them all.
Now it'll take everything she's got—and bring
out powers she never knew she had—to face
down her most formidable enemy. But in order
to win, she must first ask herself: is her own
survival worth dooming Haven to an eternity of
darkness in the Shadowland? And will learning
the truth about Damen's past hold the key to
their future?
Dreamland Jan 02 2020 Love can be a very
dangerous thing. After her sister left, Caitlin felt
lost. Then she met Rogerson. When she’s with
him, nothing seems real. But what happens
when being with Rogerson becomes a larger
problem than being without him? “Another
pitch-perfect offering from Dessen.” —Booklist,
starred review Also by Sarah Dessen: Along for
the Ride Just Listen Keeping the Moon Lock and
Key The Moon and More Someone Like You That
Summer This Lullaby The Truth About Forever
What Happened to Goodbye
Radiance Apr 28 2022 After crossing the bridge
into the afterlife, a place called Here where the
time is always Now, Riley's existence continues
in much the same way as when she was alive
until she is given the job of Soul Catcher and,
together with her teacher Bodhi, returns to
earth for her first assignment, a ghost called the
Radiant Boy who has been haunting an English
castle for centuries and resisted all previous
attempts to get him across the bridge.
Infamous Nov 23 2021 Fans of One of Us Is
Lying and Genuine Fraud will love this explosive
and satisfying finale to the provocative and
suspenseful Beautiful Idols series from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Alyson Noël. Club
promoters Layla, Aster, and Tommy never
imagined that entering the Unrivaled
competition would land them in the middle of a
celebrity murder investigation, but sometimes
fate can be as nasty as the anonymous
comments on a Hollywood gossip blog. But
Madison Brooks isn’t dead. Layla, Aster, and
Tommy have been set up, and as Madison’s dirty
little secrets creep closer to the light, they
discover Madison will do anything to keep her
past hidden—no matter who gets caught in the
crossfire.
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Five Days of Famous Nov 11 2020 Is being
famous the key to living the life of your (tween)
dreams? Find out in this modern-day fairy tale
from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Alyson Noël! Seventh-grade girls like guys who
are cool. And Nick Dashaway . . . is not cool.
When Nick makes a wish after the epic disaster
that was the Greentree Middle School Talent
Show, he doesn't actually think it's going to
come true. But it does. Soon he has a whole new
life--he's rich, he's popular, and girls laugh at all
his jokes. He's famous. But when he begins to
miss parts of his old life, is it too late to get it
back? *** “A Hollywood blockbuster waiting to
happen.”—Booklist "Perfect for readers
wondering what their dream life would be
like."—SLJ
Stealing Infinity Oct 23 2021 Paste Magazine
Pick for Best New YA Books of June 2022 An
Amazon Best Book of the Month “An
unputdownable, clever, modern fantasy!” —#1
New York Times bestselling author Tracy Wolff
"Alyson Noel is the queen of the supernatural
romance thriller, and her latest is a can’t-miss
read—it’s a Da Vinci Code meets Riverdale pageturner!" —#1 New York Times bestselling author
Melissa de la Cruz “Addictive, dangerous, sexy,
and magical, I couldn’t turn the page fast
enough! Alyson Noël is a mad genius.” —Mary
Pearson, New York Times bestselling author of
The Remnant Chronicles “A sizzling story of
opulent adventure, forbidden love, and
impossible choices, Stealing Infinity is
unputdownable.” —New York Times bestselling
author Kristin Harmel “Stealing Infinity is a
brilliantly conceived time-travel adventure full of
twists and turns, with a romance that had me
hooked. A must-read!” —Alexandra Monir,
international bestselling author of The Final Six
These days, I’ve been killing it when it comes to
letting people down. Now I’ve been kicked out of
high school, arrested, and accepted into a
remote, off-the-grid school owned and operated
by an inscrutable billionaire tech guru. Gray
Wolf Academy is looking for a certain kind of
student. Ones that no one will miss. Like me.
Then there’s Braxton. The beautiful, oddly
anachronistic guy who showed up right when the
trouble started. And he’s a total enigma—which
means that I definitely can’t trust him, even if
there’s something about him that makes me
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want to. They all tell me I have a gift. A very rare
gift. And Gray Wolf Academy wants me to learn
it. To use it. Because if what they say is true, I
have all the time in the world. And that makes
me the most dangerous high school student
you’ll never know... The Stealing Infinity series
is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book
#1 Stealing Infinity Book #2 Ruling Destiny
Laguna Cove Jul 08 2020 In Alyson Noël's
Laguna Cove, moving to sunny Southern Cal
feels like punishment to 17-year-old Anne. The
hippie-ish school is different from her old one on
the East Coast, and the social scene is all about
hanging out at the beach and surfing. And then
there's Ellie: beautiful, competitive queen of the
social scene who takes an instant disliking to
Anne. So when Chris--one of Ellie's oldest
friends and, oh yeah, the most gorgeous guy in
school--reaches out to Anne and offers to teach
her how to surf, sparks fly...in more ways than
one ...
Art Geeks and Prom Queens Oct 30 2019
Dorks, Dweebs, Debutantes, and Jocks—Where
would you fit in? Being the new girl is
tough—just ask sixteen-year-old Rio Jones. A
New York transplant, Rio has no clue how she's
going to fit in at her fancy new private school in
Southern California. Plus, being late,
overdressed, and named after a Duran Duran
song doesn't make the first day any easier for
her. Then Rio meets Kristi. Beautiful, rich, and a
cheerleader, Kristi is the queen bee of Newport
Beach. And Kristi isn't friends with just anyone,
so Rio is thrilled when she's invited to be part of
the most exclusive, popular clique. Of course,
like any club, Kristi and her friends have rules:
Always smile (even if you don't mean it), always
dress cute (and never repeat outfits), and always
flirt (but only with jocks, preps, and rich college
guys). At first Rio is having a great time, but as
she becomes more immersed in this jet-set
crowd, she figures out there is one last rule that
her new friends forgot to mention: Don't cross
Kristi . . . in Alyson Noël's Art Geeks and Prom
Queens.
Mystic May 18 2021 After experiencing
terrifying visions, Daire Santos goes to live with
her grandmother in the dusty New Mexico town
of Enchantment. There she discovers that she's a
Soul Seeker - a person who can navigate
between the living and the dead. Guided by her
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grandmother, Daire has learned how to harness
her powers - just in time. Enchantment is
controlled by the evil Richter family, who are
determined to rule over the Lowerworld,
Middleworld and Upperworld - upsetting the
natural balance and causing chaos. Daire is the
only person who can stop the Richters, but
there's one problem: she's in love with Dace,
whose twin brother Cade is a shape-shifter, out
to steal Daire's powers. And both boys belong to
the Richter clan. Can Daire fulfil her destiny
without destroying her one true love?
Bola-Bola May 06 2020 What happens when
you fall in love with your Kuya’s best friend?
Thea Balderama, a 220-pound late bloomer,
believes that she will never meet her mother’s
incredibly high standards for beauty. Worse,
while Thea deals with her deep-seated
insecurities about her weight, she must also
study to get into her dream university while
keeping up with her boy-crazy best friends. Her
life becomes even more complicated when Lucas
Benitez, her Kuya’s best friend, (and her
longtime crush!), returns from the States. As her
attraction to Lucas grows, Thea cooks for him,
pouring her passion into irresistible merienda,
hoping to reach her crush’s heart through his
stomach, in the hopes that he will think she’s
beautiful—fat and all. Though Thea knows
nothing is a piece of cake, she has a hopeful
heart, and she’s hungry for love. Being with
Lucas might just be worth the risk.
Blue Moon: The Immortals 2 Sep 02 2022
Alyson's Noel's bestselling Immortals series has
been hailed as "addictive", "beautiful",
"haunting" and "mesmerizing". In the second
instalment, Ever can bring her family back from
the dead - but only if she's willing to sacrifice the
guy she loves more than life itself. Just as Ever is
learning everything she can about her new
abilities as an immortal, initiated into the dark,
seductive world by her beloved Damen,
something terrible is happening to him. As
Ever's powers are increasing, Damen's are
fading - stricken by a mysterious illness that
threatens his memory, his identity, his life.
Desperate to save him, Ever travels to the
mystical dimension of Summerland, uncovering
not only the secrets of Damen's past - the brutal,
tortured history he hoped to keep hidden - but
also an ancient text revealing the workings of
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time. With the approaching blue moon heralding
her only window for travel, Ever is forced to
decide between turning back the clock and
saving her family from the accident that claimed
them - or staying in the present and saving
Damen, who grows weaker each day...

Access Free Mystic Soul Seekers 3
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Field Guide to the Supernatural Universe Jan 26
2022 "When 12-year-old Max is sent to live with
his eccentric grandfather for the summer, he
finds himself on an unlikely quest to uncover an
enchanted book that contains the key to
defeating an unearthly nemesis"--
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